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PUBLIC.

Fellow Talossans!

While discussing the formation of the new CAC party, I've listened to your 
criticism and decided to take steps and fix some very weak points this 
project had. Those are:

- unnecessarily radical position
- not having Talossa in mind
- not having any plan of action or real goal to justify existence as political 
party

With that in mind, I've taken steps to re-do the Cause Against Civilization 
into something much more useful and Talossa-centered.

Hard Reality Paradigm (HaRP)

HaRP is based on assumptions that:

* Today's world is built on wrong values of perpetual growth and 
technofetishism and thus is in process of performing sociocide and 
ecocide
* Civilization as we know it is not going to last for more than a century (at 
best) and therefore Internet will experience huge problems by that time or 
disappear
* Kingdom of Talossa is too good a story to end in oblivion
* We want to continue Talossa no matter what happens to the outside 
world or the digital sphere of technology
* Talossa is a real, yet very peculiar country and should act accordingly
* Our minds changed too much to return to most primitive stages of our 



society and our human nature is not the same as it was before

With that in in mind, HaRP proposes:

* Gradually build a basis for Talossa outside of the Internet
* Encourage non-Internet communication between the citizens of Talossa 
(e.g. letter writing, real life meeting)
* Promote all projects that aim to make artifacts of affiliation to Talossa 
(coins, stamps, ID cards and such)
* Promote values of environmentalism, sanity, simplicity in Talossa
* Encourage development, learning and usage of Talossan language (e.g. 
make a Witt a chat room for Talossan-only chats)
* Focus on attracting active and passionate citizens, that will help build 
Talossa beyond what it currently is
* Preserve accurately Talossan history, documents, information and culture
* Encourage Talossan artwork
* Ideally, in case (or when) current international law stops functioning, 
inhabit real territory and build a society based on aforementioned 
principles

HaRP will use this term to build the party's structure, create and polish it's 
policy and strategy and take part in next elections.
I hereby rename Cause Against Civilization inro Hard Reality Paradigm.

Thanks!


